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Abstract
In this paper, we present several inequalities for ranks of the matrix expressions
D – ABXAB with respect to the choice of X , where X is taken, respectively, as B(1)A(1),
B(1,2)A(1,2), B(1,3)A(1,3), B(1,4)A(1,4), B(1,2,3)A(1,2,3) as well as B(1,2,4)A(1,2,4) and B†A†. Various
application of these inequalities are also presented.
MSC: Primary 15A09; secondary 15A24
Keywords: matrix expression; generalized inverse; inequality; rank; generalized
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1 Introduction
Throughout this paperCm×n denotes the set of allm×nmatrices over the complex ﬁeldC.
Ik denotes the identity matrix of order k,Om×n is them×nmatrix of all zero entries (if no
confusion occurs, we will drop the subscript). For a matrix A ∈ Cm×n, A∗, R(A), N(A) and
r(A) denote the conjugate transpose, the range space, the null space, and the rank of the
matrix A, respectively.
For A ∈ Cm×n, a generalized inverse X of A is a matrix which satisﬁes some of the fol-
lowing four Penrose equations []:
{} AXA = A, {} XAX = X,
{} (AX)∗ = AX, {} (XA)∗ = XA.
()
For a subset {i, j, . . . ,k} of the set {, , , }, the set of n×m matrices satisfying the equa-
tions {i}, {j}, . . . , {k} from among equations {}-{} is denoted by A{i, j, . . . ,k}. Arbitrary
matrix from A{i, j, . . . ,k} is called an {i, j, . . . ,k}-inverse of A and is denoted by A(i,j,...,k). For
example, an n × m matrix X of the set A{} is called a g-inverse of A and is denoted by
X = A(). The well-known seven common types of generalized inverses of A introduced
from () are, respectively, the {}-inverse (g-inverse), {, }-inverse (reﬂexive g-inverse),
{, }-inverse (least square g-inverse), {, }-inverse (minimum norm g-inverse), {, , }-
inverse, {, , }-inverse and {, , , }-inverse. The unique {, , , }-inverse of A is de-
noted by A†, which is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. For convenience, the sym-
bols EA and FA stand for the two orthogonal projectors EA = Im –AA† and FA = In –A†A.
We refer the reader to [–] for basic results on generalized inverses.
The notion of rank of a matrix appears to have been introduced [], by Sylvester in .
Two principal classical results [, ] on rank are Sylvester’s law of nullity and Frobenius’
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inequality. Amodern inequality, obtained by Khatri [] andMarsaglia [], gives upper and
lower bounds for the rank of the sum of two matrices.
Given a matrix expression with some variant matrices in it, the rank of the matrix ex-
pression will vary with respect to the variant matrices. Since the rank of matrix is an in-
teger between  and the minimum of row and column numbers of the matrix [], then
the inequalities for ranks of matrix expressions must exist with respect to their variant
matrices. Many problems in matrix theory and applications are closely related to the in-
equalities for ranks of matrix expressions with variant matrices. For example, a matrix
expression D –AXB of order n is nonsingular if and only if the maximal rank of D –AXB
with respect to X is n; a matrix equation AXB = C is consistent if and only if the minimal
rank of the matrix expression C – AXB with respect to X is zero; two consistent matrix
equations X = XAX and X = XBX have a common solution if and only if the minimal
rank of the diﬀerence X – X of their solutions is zero. In general, for any two matrix ex-
pressions P(X,X, . . . ,Xm) and Q(Y,Y, . . . ,Yn) of the same size, there are X,X, . . . ,Xm





P(X,X, . . . ,Xm) –Q(Y,Y, . . . ,Yn)
)
= .
The inequalities for ranks of a matrix expression play the important roles in matrix the-
ory for describing the dimension of the row and column vector space of thematrix expres-
sions, which are well understand and are easy to compute by the well-known elementary
or congruent matrix expressions, see, e.g., [, –]. The inequalities for ranks of matrix
expressions could be regarded as one of the fundamental topics inmatrix theory and appli-
cations, which can be used to investigate nonsingularity and inverse of amatrix, range and
rank invariance of a matrix, relations between subspaces, equalities of matrix expressions
with variable matrices, reverse order laws for generalized inverses, existence of solutions
to various matrix equations, and so on, see, e.g., [, , –].
In this paper, by using themaximal andminimal ranks of generalized Schur complement
[, ], we get several inequalities for ranks of thematrix expressionsD–ABXAB, whereX
is taken, respectively, as B()A(), B(,)A(,), B(,)A(,), B(,)A(,), B(,,)A(,,), B(,,)A(,,)
and B†A†. We also derive various valuable consequences.
In order to ﬁnd the inequalities for ranks of matrix expressions, we ﬁrst mention the
following lemmas, which will be used in this paper.









































































































































































Lemma . [] Suppose B, C and D satisfy R(D) ⊆ R(C) and R(D∗) ⊆ R(B∗). Then the


















Lemma . [] Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cm×k , C ∈ Cp×n and D ∈ Cp×k . Then
(I) r(A,B) = r(A) + r(EAB) = r(EBA) + r(B),
(II) r(A,B) = r(A) + r(B) – dim(R(A)∩ R(B)),















= r(A) + r(CFA) + r(EAB) + r(ECSAFB ),
where C = CFA, B = EAB, SA =D –CA†B and dim denotes dimension.
2 Inequalities for ranks of D – ABB(1)A(1)AB
In this section, we will present several inequalities for ranks of the matrix expression D –
ABB()A()AB, with respect to two variant matrices B() ∈ B{} and A() ∈ A{}, where A ∈
Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p are given matrices.
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Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B() ∈ B{} and A() ∈




































– r(A) – r(B)
}
.











































































i.e. r(ABB()FA,D –AB)≤ r(ABB(),D).















r(AB,D –AB), r(FA) + r(D –AB), r
(
B O FA






r(AB,D), r(FA) + r(D –AB), r(B,FA) + r(D –AB) – r(B)
}








r(AB,D),n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()
The third equation holds, since from formula (III) in Lemma .,
r(B,FA)≤ r(B) + r(FA).














,n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()











,n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
.




































































































= r(A) + r(D –AB). ()
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= r(A) + r(AB) +min
{
r(AB,DFAB), r(B,FA) + r(DFAB) – r(B)
}












– r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()

























– r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()























– r(A) – r(B)
}
. 
Substituting in Theorem . with D = AB, we immediately obtain the following corol-
laries.
Corollary . ([, Theorem .], [, Theorem .]) For any matrices A ∈ Cm×n and
B ∈ Cn×p, the identity AB = ABB()A()AB holds for any B() ∈ B{} and A() ∈ A{} if and
only if
AB =O or n + r(AB) = r(A) + r(B).
In particular, substituting in Theorem . with D =O leads to the following result.




r(AB), r(AB) + n – r(A) – r(B)
}≤ r(ABB()A()AB)≤ r(AB).
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holds, for any B() ∈ B{} and A() ∈ A{}, if and only if
AB =O or n + r(AB) = r(A) + r(B).
3 Inequalities for ranks of D – ABB(1,2)A(1,2)AB
By analogy with the proof of Theorem ., in this section we will present several inequali-
ties for ranks of the matrix expressionD–ABB(,)A(,)AB. The main result in this section
is the following theorem.
Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and






































– r(A) – r(B)
}
,
T = –r(A) –min
{
r(AB,D),n + r(AB) + r(D) – r(A) – r(B)
}
.






































The second equation holds, since r
( AB
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r(AB,D),n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()
The third equation holds, since from formula (III) in Lemma .
r(B,FA)≤ r(B) + r(FA)
and
r(AB,D) = r(AB,D –AB)≤ r(B) + r(D –AB).














, r(AB,D),n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()












n + r(AB) + r(D –AB) – r(A) – r(B)
}
.























+ r(AB,D) + r(A) +max{S¯, S¯}, ()


























































+ r(AB,D) + r(A)
+max{min S¯,min S¯}. ()
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– r(A) – r(B)
}
+ r(A) + r(AB). ()
Combining (), () with (), we have

















min S¯ ≥ T. ()



























r(AB,D),n + r(AB) + r(D) – r(A) – r(B)
}
. ()
By () and (), we have
min S¯ ≥ –r(A) –min
{




min S¯ ≥ T. ()











+ r(AB,D) + r(A) +max{T,T}. ()









+ r(AB,D) +max{T,T}. 
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FromTheorem ., we immediately obtain the following corollaries by the formulas ()
and ().
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p. Then the identity
AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB,
holds for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, } if and only if
AB =O or n + r(AB) = r(A) + r(B).
In particular, substituting in Theorem . with D =O leads to the following.
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p.Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, },
the following inequalities holds:
r(AB) –min
{
r(AB), r(AB) + n – r(A) – r(B)
}≤ r(ABB(,)A(,)AB)≤ r(AB).






holds for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, } if and only if
AB =O or n + r(AB) = r(A) + r(B).
4 Inequalities for ranks of D – ABB(1,3)A(1,3)AB and D – ABB(1,4)A(1,4)AB
Applying the formulas () and () in Lemma . to the matrix expressions D – ABB(,) ×
A(,)AB and D–ABB(,)A(,)AB, we obtain some inequalities for ranks of this two matrix
expressions. The main result in this section is the following theorem.
Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and
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⎞
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AB D –AB O
O O A
⎞
⎟⎠ – r(A) – r(B). ()












≤ r(B) + r(B∗FA) + r(D –AB)
≤ r(B) + r(FA) + r(D –AB).













AB D –AB O
O O A
⎞
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O O A
⎞
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AB D –AB O
O O A
⎞
⎟⎠ – r(A) – r(B). ()




































⎟⎟⎟⎠ – r(AB) – r(A) – r(B). ()
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≤ r(B) + r(B∗FA) + r(DFAB)
≤ r(B) + r(FA) + r(DFAB).























































From Theorem ., we immediately obtain the following corollaries by () and ().
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p. Then the identity
AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB






= r(A) + r(B).
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p.Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, },
the following inequalities hold:
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holds for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, } if and only if






Notice that a matrix X belongs to A{, } if and only if X∗ belongs to A∗{, }. So from
the results obtained in above of Section , we can get the inequalities for ranks of D –
ABB(,)A(,)AB. We state the following theorems without proofs.
Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and












O O D –AB
⎞












O O D –AB
⎞
⎟⎠ + r(AB,D) – r
⎛
⎜⎝
AA∗ O O AB
A∗ B O O
O O AB D
⎞
⎟⎠ .
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p. Then the identity
AB = ABB(,)A(,)AB





= r(A) + r(B).
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p.Then for any B(,) ∈ B{, } andA(,) ∈ A{, },
the following inequalities hold:










holds for any B(,) ∈ B{, } and A(,) ∈ A{, } if and only if





5 Inequalities for ranks of D – ABB(1,2,3)A(1,2,3)AB and D – ABB(1,2,4)A(1,2,4)AB
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where (BB∗)() ∈ (BB∗){} is arbitrary. Thus









Applying the formulas () and () in Lemma . to () and (), we have the following
theorems, which can be shown by a similar approach to Theorem ., and the proof are
omitted here.
Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B(,,) ∈ B{, , } and











AB D –AB O
O O A
⎞































Theorem . Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p. Then for any B(,,) ∈ B{, , } and












O O D –AB
⎞












O O D –AB
⎞
⎟⎠ + r(AB,D) – r
⎛
⎜⎝
AA∗ O O AB
A∗ B O O
O O AB D
⎞
⎟⎠ .
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6 Rank of D – ABB†A†AB
In this section, we will present the rank of the linear matrix expression
D –ABB†A†AB,
where A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×p and D ∈ Cm×p are given matrices.







































The sub-matrix in the upper left corner of the Moore-Penrose inverse of T can be ex-
pressed as
B†A† = –ET†E,
where E = (Ip,O) and E = (Im,O)∗. Hence
D –ABB†A†AB =D +ABET†EAB. ()




























⎟⎠ – r(A) – r(B).

As a direct consequence of Theorem ., we immediately get the following results.
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+ r(AB) = r(A) + r(B).
Corollary . Let A ∈ Cm×n and B ∈ Cn×p.Then the identity R(ABB†A†AB) = R(AB) holds








⎟⎠ = r(AB) + r(A) + r(B).
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